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KARMA-AV BRINGS
SVS 3000 SERIES
SUBS TO THE UK
More compact than their stellar 4000 series rangemates, two new models deliver signature SVS
performance and value from smaller footprints…

Karma-AV is proud to announce the UK availability of the SVS 3000
Series subwoofers, which promise to deliver the brand’s signature
bass quality and dynamics from smaller cabinets. Featuring an allnew 13-inch high-excursion SVS driver powered by 800W RMS of
MOSFET amplification and tuned using Analog Devices audio DSP
through an innovative SVS smartphone app, the new SB (Sealed Box)
and PB (Ported Box) models will offer bass lovers subterranean
frequencies and easy, accurate room control from a wider range of
room locations.
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Powering the 3000 Series is a sophisticated Sledge STA-800D2 amplifier, which
combines the high current output of discrete MOSFETs with Class D efficiency.
Capable of an impressive 800W RMS (2,500W peak), the STA-800D2 will
support exceptionally dynamic driver excursions while maintaining precise
control for effortless clean bass reproduction at reference levels. Governing the
output is a 50 MHz Analog Devices Audio DSP with 56bit filtering - the most
sophisticated ever used in a home subwoofer – designed with multiple
parameter adjustments to achieve the ideal in-room response.
The 13-inch 3000 Series’ drivers are entirely new designs combining
proprietary features including a massive dual-ferrite magnet motor assembly
weighing over 11kg, edge-wound voice coils, lightweight and rigid aluminium
venter cones, and a long-throw parabolic driver surround built for extreme
excursion, SPLs and longevity.
Convenient control is possible via the SVS subwoofer DSP smartphone app for
Apple, Android and Amazon devices. Launched with the flagship SVS 16-Ultra
subwoofers, the SVS app offers an easy way to control volume, adjust
crossover frequencies, calibrate a three-band parametric EQ, set polarity,
access multiple DSP functions and program custom presets for the one-touch
tuning of music, movies, gaming sources. Advanced customisation allows for
subwoofer naming, standby mode selection and system resetting. Bluetooth
connectivity delivers full system access - even when the subwoofer is out of
sight - while bi-directional feedback shows adjustments in real time on both
the app and rear panel interface.
The 3000 Series models are equipped with a double-thick MDF front baffle and
rigid internal bracing to support the drive unit and to ensure an acoustically
inert environment.
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SB-3000: Sealed Cabinet Subwoofer
Front-firing 13 inch high-excursion SVS driver
Rear-mounted 800 watts RMS (2500+ watts peak) amplifier with
Intelligent Control Interface (ICI)
Freq. Response: 18-270Hz ±3 dB
Premium Black Ash and Piano Gloss Black finish options
Protective non-resonant steel mesh grille
Dimensions (w/ grille) H x W x D mm: 397 x 385 x 451
Weight (unboxed): 24.7 kg

PB-3000: Ported Cabinet Subwoofer
Front-firing 13 inch high-excursion SVS driver
Rear-mounted 800 watts RMS (2500+ watts peak) amplifier with
Intelligent Control Interface (ICI)
Freq. Response: 16-260 Hz ±3 dB (standard mode); 18-260 Hz
±3 dB (sealed mode)
Dual 3.5-inch ports
Premium Black Ash finish
Protective non-resonant steel mesh grille
Dimensions (w/ grille) H x W x D mm: 557 x 465 x 660
Weight (unboxed): 37.3 kg

SVS 3000 Series subwoofers:

Typical retail prices (inc VAT)
SB-3000 (Black Ash): £1,275.00
SB-3000 (Black Gloss): £1,349.00
PB-3000 (Black Ash): £1,549.00

Availability: January 2019

Contact for publication: karma-av: 01423 358846, info@karma-av.co.uk
About SVS
SVSound was founded in 1998 by a group of audio enthusiasts seeking to bring performance improvements and
enhanced value to the subwoofer market. By leveraging advanced technology using the highest quality components,
and rigorous engineering, the team at SVS has created a line of premium audio products which bring music and
movies to life with stunning realism - all at truly affordable prices. www.svsound.com
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